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Τhe Real Nυmber Line order

(Before reading the text)

1. What do we mean by real numbers? Are there numbers which
are not real?
2. Do you know any basic properties of real numbersS

There is a standard method for associating real numbers with
points on a line. We choose a point 0 on the line, called the ori-
gin, and a distance, called a unit. We label each point on the line
with a number, equal in magnitude to the distance from the ori-
gin to the point, measured in units. Τhe positive numbers are
located on one side of 0 and the negative numbers on the other.
Τhe number zero is assigned to the origin.

lf the line is horizontal, it is customary to assign the positive
numbers to the points on the right of the origin and the negative
numbers to the points on the left. Α line with such an assign-
ment of numbers is called a number scale or a number line or a
real line. For example, the point one unit to the right of 0 is
Ιabeled ''1", the point two units tο the left of o lS ''-2''. Τhe point
midway between "1" and "2" is labeled "312", and so on. ln
most of the work that follows, \/e shall identify the point on the
line with the number it represents. Τhus, we speak of "the point
7" rather than "the point that is assigned the number "7".
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. Εlementary Properties of order. The reader knows many of thebasic properties of positive numbers: tio* to-"ααl ,"Lir".η multiply,and divide them, the fact that the sum and proiuct of two positivenumbers are positive, and so on.
lξ on our number scale, the number a is to the right of the number

?'*u s.ay.that a is greater than b and we write o 

"b,. 
1w" 

"lro 
*πt"b : o.'.indicating that D is tess than α.). Note that α is positive if andonlyifα>0.

Τhe symbol α > bindicates thatα > b or α = b.
lt is equivalentto saythat α >b iξ and only if, α-bisa positivenumber. Thus, \η/e can use the properties of positive numbers toestablish the basic properties ot oiαei. t _

(1) lf α > b andb Σ c, then a > c. (the transitive propeξ).

Proof of (1). lf α > } and b ) 
",then α -b is positive and b- c is posi_tive. Recall that the sum of two positive numbers is poritJ".

Therefore,

(α-b) + (b-c)
ο+(-b+b)-c
α*0-c
α-c
α>c

is positive,
is positive,
is positive
is positive,

(regrouping),

(2) lf α and b are real numbers, then exactly one of the fottowing reta-tions holds:
α < b or α * b or ο > D. (The law of trichotomy).

(3)lfα>ξthenα*c>b+c.

Αn inequatity is preserved if a constant is added to both sides.

(4) lf α > b and c Σ 0, then αc > bc.
Αn inequality is preserved if both sides are multiplied by a positive
constant.
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(5) lf a > b and c 1 O,then αc < bc.

Αn inequality is reversed if both sides are multiplied by a negative con-
stant.

The proofs of the order properties can all be established by argu-
ments similar to the one for (1).

These properties have simple geometric interpretations. For exam-

ple, (1) can be interpreted as follows: lf α is to the right of b on the
number scale and b to the right of c, then a is to the right of c.

Absolute Value
Definition: The absotute value of the real number a denoted by |ο|, is

defined bv' 
|o|=o if α 20'

|α|=q ifa<0'

For exampte,

lzl=z since 2 is positive

lηl= -z (2) = 2, since -2 is negative

lοl: ο.

Observe that lal is zero onty in case d = 0 and that is positive in

every other case. tf we study the example above, it is easy to deduce
that a measures the distance from the ori8in to α. This is because the
points α and -α are located the same distance from the origin. lf α is
positive, then the point a is tocated o =|o|units from the orξin. lt α is
negative, then α is located the same distance from 0 as is -α, which is
positive.

For example, the distance form 0 to 2 is 2 units. The distanc€ from
0 to _2 is 2 units. ln both cΞιses we have the distance from the origin
to the point equal to the absolutre value of the number.

The following properties can now be easily established using the
definition.

|αυ|=|a| x |a|:

15
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Τhe absolute value of a product is equal to the Product of the absolute

values.

(b +o):

The absolute value of a quotient is equal to the quotient of the absolute
values.

Exponentiat Notation and Significant Figures
Εxponential notation is a convenient and widely used method for

abbreviating large and small numbers. The method is based upon the
fact that all numbers (in decimalform) may be expressed as a number
between 1 and 1ο multiplied by a po\,ver of 10. To see this we must
first construct a table of po\Λ/ers of 10.

The foΙlowing is an example of this: 6Ο0 : 6 x 100 : 6 x 10'
This method of writing large and small numbers has two great advant-
ages. Τhe first is that it makes numerical calcu]ations less cumber-

'δme 
and ]ess prone to errors in many cases. The second advantage

of exponential notation is that it gives no false impressions of the
degree of accυracy with which a number is known. Suppose we write
the average distance s from the earth to the moon as r : 236,000
miles. Does this mean that s has been measured so precisely that we
know it to be exactly 236,000 mi? of course not. Τhe ]ast three zeros

l,l_l,l
|'ι_lη

1 0''o: 0,0o0.000.00ο.1
10'':0,000.000.001
10'':o,000.ο00.01
'10-':0,000.000.1

10.:0,000.001
10-':0,000.01
10.:0,000.1
'10-':0rOO1

10-':0101
10-':0r'l

1Oo:'l
101:'l 0
'l O'z:1 00
't 0':1 000
1o':] Ο.000
't05:100.ο0o
10':1'o00.οo0
1O':"10.000.000
1ou:10o.000.οοο
10':1 .000.000.000
1o'o:1ο.οοο.oο0.000
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merely indicate the correct locatiοn of the decimal point. lf we write s as

s : 2.36 x 105 mi

then how large the number is and how accurately we know it are both
clear. The accurately known digits are called significant figures; in the
above case r has three significant figures, 236. Sometimes one or
more zeros in a number are significant figures, and it is proper to
retain them when expressing the number in exponential notation:

α:3.4o x 10'o

The theory of error, which treats questions regarding the accuracy of
experimental measurements, prescribes \,vays for determining the
proper number of significant figures in a specific quantity and for com-
bining quantities with the same and different numbers of significant
figures.

Complex numbers
A complex numMr is a number that can be written in the form α + bi"

where α and b are real numbers and i is the imaginary unit with the
propeξ that i =.,Ετ.
Complex numbers obey the Same Ψpes of algebraic laws as do real

numbers.

Limit of a Sequence.
fu consecutive points, given by the terms of the sequence

1, 312, 513. 714, 915, ...,2-1\n, ...

are located on a number scale, it is noted that they cluster about the
point 2 in such a \,vay that there are points of the sequence whose dis-
iance from 2 is less that any preassigned positive number, how-
ever small. For examplg the point 2OO1|1OO1 and all subsequent
points are at a distance <1/10.000.000 from 2, the point
2O.OOO.OO1/10.000.001 and all subsequent points are at a distance
<1/1ο.OOO.OO0 from 2and so on. This state of affairs is indicated by
saying that fhe limit of the sequence is 2.

If x is a variable whose range is the above sequence, \ /e say that x

ψproaches 2 as limit or x tends to 2 as limit and write x +2.

17
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This sequence does not contain its limit 2 as a term. On the other
hand, the sequence1,112,1,314,1,516,1, ... has 1 as limit and every
odd numbered term is 1. Thus, a sequence may or may not reach its
limit. Ηereinafter, the statement x-> a will be understood to imply
x * α, that is, it is to be understood that any given arbitrary sequence
does not contain its limit as a term.

GlossarY:

-

composite made up of various
parts
integer a whoΙe number
limit Math a quantiξ which a
function or sum of a series can be
made to approach as closely as
desired
prime Math a. divisible only by
itself and uniξ b. having no com-
mon factor but uniξ
product Math a quantiξ obtained

by mu lti pΙying qu antities together
quotient a result obtained by
diνiding one quantity by another
sequence succession, coming
after ar next
transitive such as to be valid for
any two members of a sequence,
if it is vaΙid for every pair of suc-
cessive members

Discusion:

1. What is a real line?

2. Name some of the b'asic properties of order.

3. tn which case is an inequality preserved and in which is it reversed?

4. Which are the four basic mathematical operations and what is the

result of each one called?

5. When does a sequence contain its limit and when does it not?

6. Cive reasons why we should use exponential notation.

Exercises:
Λ Match the mathematical items of column lwith terms of column Ιl.

Some may match with rnore than one from column l.
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column I

1
1.

J

2. 6x18
3. 16>12

column lt

a. product

b. inequality
c. quotient

d. absolute value

,41

B. Put the following sentences in the right order. The first one has been
done for you.

1. Α number n is said to be composite if n : αb, where a and b are
both integers each different from 1.

2. The number 1 is also not a composite, and hence we might expect
it to be included in the list of primes.

3. Αn integer n, greater than 1, that is not composite is called a
prime.

4, By general agreement it is excluded from P, and hence 2 is the
smallest prime number.

5. Thus 10:2x5 and57: 3x19 are both composite.
6. However, the number 1 is exceptional, and there are good reasons

for not calling it a prime.
7. The set P of all primes is indicated byP : (2,3,5,7,11, .. .) by list-

ing the first five elements of the set.


